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SG conference
looks at rip-offs,
cutbacks in aid

Police growth
improves service
by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Keith Porter
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

The

Third

Annual

State

Student

Leadership Conference was held Feb. 19-23
at the Ramada Inn East in Tallahassee.
Many of our Student Government
representatives attended, and discussed a
wide range of topics that are of concern to
students.
Among the areas covered were student aid
cutbacks, the illegality of charging students
a fee for processing student aid requests,
health centers, and the effects and treatment
of minorities on campus.
"I thought it went very well. It wasn't so
much a seminar as it was a sharing of
ideas" said John J. Mandato, who is
'
' vice
.
director
of the Student Governments
presidential affairs committee. Mandato
attended the conference where financial aid
cuts were a lively topic.
"President Reagan is proposing cuts, such
as getting rid of all financial aid l~ans and
grants except loans based on your mc~me.
This would affect our school especially,
because at UCF, three-fourths of students are
on aid. Particulary disturbing is that they
want to cut all work/study programs,"
Mandato said.
The chances that all these measures will
be passed by Congress are slim, but if
Congress does amend any federal financial
aid programs, students need to be heard.
Traditionally, Congress listens very little to

Recent changes within the UCF Police
Department, such as increased manpower,
specialized programs, and newer police
vehicles have resulted in a stricter
enforcement of the law.
Traffic citations in particular reflect these
changes.
Chief Ron Seacrist, Director of Public
Safety and Police, admits to an increase in
traffic enforcement due to the fact that the
UCF campus is overrun with pedestrians.
"We have tightened up on traffic
violations for a number of reasons. First
and foremost is the fact that speed limit
signs have been raised at various locations
throughout the campus," Seacrist said.
"Ironically," Seacrist continued,
''Whenever the limits are rai~ed, people tend
to speed more --they feel they can go 5 miles
faster than whatever speed the sign states."
"We have also been accused -of setting up
speed traps around the campus. I don't think
people really know the true nature of a speed
trap, the UCF Police Chief said. "For
example, enforcement on Libra Drive is
vital for two reasons. Libra Drive seems to
look like a drag strip to .some drivers. Also
many joggers travel down that road."
Seacrist is especially pleased that the
department is now fully-staffed. This has
enabled the UCF Police Department to
initiate new programs as well as increase
manpower in existing ones.
In one such program, for instance, the UCF
Police Department has started assigning
11

Joe Weinstein/Central Florido Future

Lean on me
You have to lean on someone now and then, so why not
a light pole? What could this student be thinking of?
Spring break is undoubtably the furthest thing from his
mind. By the way, Spring Break starts March 14 for UCF
students. If you signed up for the CLAST, it's the 14th too.

SEE POLICE PAGE 7

SEE CONFERENCE PAGE 5

Foreign campuses protest
admissions, funding reforms
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A whirlwind of student
activism has swept across
campuses around the
world in recent weeks and
months, largely because
universities are trying to
adopt policies U.S. students
have lived with for years.
Students at the National
utonomous University of
Mexico for example,
greed last week to suspend
three-week strike they
tarted to protest new
ca.mpus
admissions
tand rds, standardized
tests and increases in some
fees.
The .t dents also disliked
n v requirements that they
ttend t le t 80
p rcent of their registered
1 e and that they can
e onl t ;vo make-up
rn
m ter.
In France thousand of
tud nts bo cotted cl sse
nd m rch d in the
tr t 1 t
ecember to

protest Premier Jacques
Chirac's bill to allow
universities to set their own
admission requirements
and increase registration
fees.
In January, Canadian
students donned black
armbands mourning the
"death of postsecondary
education." Students in all
provinces,
including
Quebec,
are
pressuring their provincial
legislatures to put more
money from constantly
spiraling tuitions back into
higher education.
Students in China, Peru,
Spain, Italy and Argentina,
among other
countries, also are protesting
new higher education
policies ranging from
funding deficiencies to
admissions and curriculum
reforms.
"A bunch of countries have
tried to change their laws
recentlv, explained
Ed Battle of the Institute of
International Education in
ashington, D.C.
The apparent reason is that

they need to streamline their
colleges to cope
with international economic
shifts.
"In the 1960s, they were
under pressure to expand the
educational
systems
to make education accessible
to more people. So they made
the systems bigger -- some
now are enormous -- but now
they're also expensive,"
Battle said.
Battle noted that, while the
countries try to control the
sprawl of their
higher education systems,
"youth unemployment in
many of those countries is
high now, and people still see
education as a way out of
Of
course,
poverty.
they're not going to be happy
with those kinds of changes
that restrict and
limit access to education or
to particular programs."
"I feel that down deep the
protests are born of
frustration," agreed
Phil
Coombs of the International
Council, a group that
SEE PROTESTS PAGE 8

Student Protests
Around The World
b

University of Mexico
students protest new
admission standards

Youth unefl'4)1oyment is quite
high In countries like Spain and
France. leaving secondary
students wrth fears of what klnd
of career they will hove.

Students in Peru and
Argentina protest funding
policies. admission and
currlculumrefonn .
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.. · Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features: .
• Full-Size Washer & Dryer
• Refrigerator
• Dishwasher
•Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

• Builder will pay four points for t~
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a 1O.;year .
"Home. Buyers Warrant¥'

Within walking distance from UCF
.

...,___UN_IVE_RSl_TY_BLV_D.- - - - 1 ~
SHERWOOD
FOREST

.

Affordable prices start in the low 50's.
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100

~.
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U.C.F.

_

__.

LOKANOTSA TR.
HWV50

United Parcel Service I ~

Part-Time Positions Available
United .P arcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders..
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour. .

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

.I
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Fraternities under fire
for various violations

•

responsibilities and the
world in which thev "live,"
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
explained Carol Thompson
of the University of Arizona'
Arizona State put a s student activities office.
fraternity on probation -- "Hazing and alcohol
and the University of issues
are
making
Arizona may suspend a frat liabilities increasingly
and a sorority
in apparent"
connection with ~ Feb. 7 to campuses and to greeks
drunken melee just across themselves, added Carolyn
the border in Nogales, McFarland, who oversees
Mexico.
greek affairs for the
It wasn' t a good week for University of Denver, a
greeks elsewhere, either:
private college that has been
Cornell, Mississippi State sued for the actions of one of
and Florida officials all its students.
announced they
are
Universities lease land to
investigating
recent the greeks, so courts often
fraternity
disciplinary find the schools
breakdowns ranging in themselve"S responsible
seriousness from possible when the students hurt
sexualabuse to posing in the themselves or each other,
nude for a publicity photo.
McFarland said.
Yet-it was a typical week. In In February, for example,
February alone, Baylor, a Tulane student sued his
Oklahoma, Stanford
former fraternity, a
and Texas, among many bar, a shopping center,
others,
all
punished Tulane
and
several
fraternities and sororities insurance companies for
...
for uncivil behaviors, .$6.5
typically
involving million. While a pledge, the
drinking or hazing that -- student had lost an arm after
until a few
being dragged by a
years ago -- would have been car whose driver had been
shrugged off as "boys will be - drinking.
boys" activities.
The University of Denver
The
nationwide lost a $5 million lawsuit last
crackdown on fraternities year to a student
and sororities, in short, who had paralyzed himself
appears
by
jumping
on
a
minitrarnpoline in his room
to have escalated recently.
The reason seems to be that at his frat house, which the
greeks' misbehaviors are school rented to the
costing their schools · more fraternity.
money in insurance and
Drinking and hazing
even more in giant court usually are involved in such
settlements.
incident~.
And new laws are making
There have been some 39
state .colleges just as liable hazing deaths nationwide
for greeks'
behavior as since 1978, most of them
private colleges have been.
involving alcohol abuse,
"The insurance climate' s reported. Eileen Stevens, who
changed for everybody, and became a lobbyist for antiwe' re trying to help students
understand
their
SEE GREEKS PAGE 7
Staff Report

•

Breakin'
Students pictured here enjoy lost year's Spring Break. For those of you who hove
somehow forgotten when our break starts, it's Saturday, Morch 14. Remember. Spring
break is for having fun, but try to keep it sate. Speaking of Morch 14, if you signed-up for
this CLAST, you will be spending the first day of break Testin .

'Safe sex' spurs condom use
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

Charges flew, government agencies feuded
and college students
nationwide got all sorts of free prophylactics
last
week as
"National
Condom
Week" unfolded.
While such weeks in years past have gone
largely unnoticed, the panic
about AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome) this year made Condom Week -originally invented by prophylactic
manufacturers and Planned Parenthood as
a way to promote birth control -- a cause
celebre on many campuses.
The Gay-Lesbian Student AEsociation at the
University of Nebraska, for
instance, had to get a court order to distribute
free condoms on campus.
University of Minnesota officials decided
that making students aware of
·
AIDS danger was worth defying a state law
that restricts condom distribution on public

.
1

N

•IDGHERPAY
Collegians tend to find
higher-paying
jobs
more closely related to
their majors when they
use
campus
"career
planning centers" than
if they find jobs on their
own, the Journal of
Career
Planning
and
Employment reported in
a
tudy released last
week.
Of the 2,500 Maryland
coll gc grads studied in
1 4, the one who went
through
campus
placement office
got
j b averaging $21,000 a
y ar while grad
who
g t job
on their own
avcrag d $15,000 a year.
CHOICE
In an in tant p 11 f r
C t t t tl1.. impa t of
it
" merika"
tv
mint

ri

\\hi h

property.
The American College Health Association,
a group representing campus
health clinics around the country,
distributed "AIDS Information Kits" that
included a condom to various campuses,
provoking some conservative groups to
protest there was no need to demonstrate
AIDS information so graphically.
"Condom mania, which is what I see
around in some quarters right now, will not
save our children," U.S. Education Sec.
William Bennett said in Austin, Tex., last
week.

Bennett ai-id U.S. Surgeon General Everett
Koop traded opinions all during
the week. Koop generally favors discussing
AIDS in sex education courses as
early · as third grade, while Bennett
generally wants to direct the discussion of
how to avoid AIDS more at encouragin~
monogamous, mutually faithful
relationships."
SEE CONDOMS PAGE 5

-- George Washington U. "werewolf section of the
SS in Urbana, Ill."
Prof.
Watanabe says student
William Adams found 72
percent
of
the reaction to -the incident
respondents
would has been "heartening,"
but
rather endure a nuclear
disappointed
war
than
submit
to that he's
officials
have
communist rule, and that UMass
66 percent believed the dismissed it as "isolated."
Another
professor,
Soviet
Union would like to take Charles Shively, got a
swastika stuck on his
over the U.S.
door after
delivering a class lecture
on Nazi Germany Jast
• PREDJUDICE
Prof. Paul Watanabe semester.
says he found a swastika
on his office door
•NO SMOKING
several
Under
a
new
law
month
after a student
state
complained
in
class guaranteeing
smoke-free
about
Watanabe's workers
contention that raci m offices, music
David
M.
and anti- em1t1sm were technician
reviving -- the same day McCoy last week sued CSU
to ban smoking in most
in tructor Kevin
Whitfield got a letter campus offices, where he
tobacco
moke
s nt through th campus say
mail } tern '\: aming his irritates his allergies and
affects his work.
The U. Cal
Davis
igned to the

student
govei:.nment, •NCRAWARD
meanwhile, defeated an
The
Computer
effort to ban smoking in
Science
Dept.
is
accepting
the campus - Coffee House.
applications for the NCR
Award of Excellence through
•MISSING WAITE
March
13. The Award of
An agent for hostage
Excellence
is a $500.00 cash
negotiator Terry Waite
officially informed UM award given every Spring
that Waite, missing since term by NCR to one
he began new hostage sophrnore and one junior
release negotiations in majoring
in
Computer
Lebanon
in
early Science. Applications may
February, would miss his be obtained in the main
Feb. 25 campus lecture, office of the Computer
but that an appearance
Science Dept. in Computer
would be rescheduled "as Center II, room 205.
soon as possible."
• BRITISH AID
• HASA AUDITIONS
Some 12,000 students
HASA,
(Hispanic
marched
through
American Student AssociaLondon
last week to
protest
sm-all r-.than- tion) invites Faculty and
expected
increases
in students fluent in Spanish to
student grant and a new }"articipate in an upcoming
loan program
much ~lay directed by Teatro
like
the
Guaranteed Crucigrarna. Auditions and
Student Loan program in rehearsals will be this
the U.S. -- proposed by Sunday at lprn, HPB 359.
Prime Minister Margaret Call Mr. Aleman x2716 for
Thatcher.
more information.

Faculty Facts
TWO NORTH CAROLINA
SCHOOLS PROTEST
TEACHER SCHOLARSHIP
PROGRAM
The U. of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and at Asheville
aren't part of a new state
scholarship program that
gives students up to $5000 a
year for four years if they
major in education at one of
nine state colleges.
Because the loans will be
forgiven if the student
teaches four years in the
state public school system
after graduation, the two
UNC branches say they
•
SCHOOLS MOVE UP FALL
APPLICATION CUTOFF
DATES
So far, more than 19,000
high school seniors have
applied for fall 1987
admission at Michigan
State, and officials say they
need a March 1 cutoff to
cope with the record number.
Last year, an unusually
high number of applications
forced MSU to move the
cutoff date to April 1, from
the standard July date.
U. of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
administrators want to push
their deadline to June 1 to
help lower UW enrollment.
Freshman applications
there currently are running
about 25 percent ahead of
last year.

~I

Thanks to you ...
it WOrkS ...
for ALL OF us

School of Design are
di scussing a plan to combine
Apu
e •1ceolth1sn • paper and th D partm nt
their art programs and
1heTreasury'sFonanc1 I 1anagementS
faculties.
1---------------_.::.._--------....,----~---The discussions are at "an
early state ," says SMU
spokesman Greg Stone, but,
"It's certainly an exciting
possibility. If you have more
faculty with varied talents,
you get more interaction."
I

m

AT~u 06 fftexia

OIDOU.DROPS
PLAGIARISM CHARGE
AGAINST ENGINEERING
PROF
Two Soviet scholars claim
OU Prof Hollis ·Chen's
engineering textbook
includes some 1 70 pages of
material from works by
Soviet engineer Fyodor
Fedorov.
While an OU committee
admits it found "significant
similarities"
between
Chen's and ·Federov's work,
members note the Russian's
book is obscure and has not
been translated into English.
Chen does not speak
Russian.

50 PERCENT OF
OKLAHOMA DENTISTS
RECOMMEND CLOSING
OU DENTAL SCHOOL - .
Gov. Henry Bellman wants
to close the school to save
money, and some surveys
show the state has an
oversupply of dentists.
But William Brown, dean
MASSACHUSETTS
of OU dentistry, notes that
COLLEGES CONSIDER
only
30
percent
of
MERGER
Oklahoma's dentists are OU
Officials of Southeastern grads, and "they have mixed
Massachusetts U. and Swain loyaJtjes."

c

~

282-7812

this ad from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Coupon expires ~ay 31, 1987
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Now Ser'7ing Breakfast Open 7 am til 9 pm

---------, A SPECIAL

•

STUDENT OFFER

George Alan Yarko
D.D.S.

•Initial

11776 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
Corner of Alafaya Trail &

Exam

E. Hwy. 50

• 2 Bitewing
X-Rays
•Cleaning &

FAMILY & COSMETIC DENTISTRY

Polishing

I

·---------

I [•111]

______________________

vJSA•
I Expires: 4:.30-87
..._
I

Your Neighborhood Dentist Is Here To Help.

HEWLETT-P·A CKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

Discount Movie
Tickets
at the Kiosk
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

11618 E. Colonial Dr.

(Next to Piggly Wiggly)

•

General Cinema
*Altamonte Mall
*Colonial Promenade
*Fashion Square
*Parkwood Plaza
*Seminole Plaza
i,

.

:1 '

.Go to the movies with. ..
tudent Government

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

NOW In
Stock!

F//89

HEWLETT

~~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL &calculator
computer
2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081

•
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CO FERE CE

financial aid,
ondato said.
Other schools, said Mondato, 'Were quite
interested in how we run things.
They

FROM PAGE

young adults because they have the wors
voting record of any age group in the United
States.
"We need to contact our different state
representatives,
government and
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Bithlo • 568·5102
I have organizedthe federal
lobbying efforts by
students." Mandato said.
Some of the members of the Student
Government will be going to Washington,
512 to S20
D.C., for a national student roundtable to let
514 to 520
the Reagan administration and Congress
515 to $20 185/80013" SJS.95
know
how students feel about cuts to aid.
Fast. Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
The implication is, if the administration
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting. Balancing & Installation
persists in its efforts, students will become
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 more vocal about this vital issue.
~~~~~~~~mmm~m~~~~mmmmmmm
''The main purpose of the conference was to
-

- - - - --

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i

JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
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Mon.-Thurs.
9:00am-B:OOpm
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9:00am-5:00pm

10661 E. Colonial Dr .

1:00pm-5:00pm

Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park

2 82 • 1754 Walk-Ins Welcome
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I Chop'n save. I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Present this ad and you'll pay for only
when you order two
·one. Each comes with
Sukiyaki Steak and ~~ appetizer, soup,
Chicken dinners ~~wi~ salad, Japanese
at $15.50, or two W
>"»· veget.ables and
Sukiya~i Steak !~~~ GreenTea.
and
O"
.
, ._~
$I? 5~~ffellliiii~
uer expires
. Shnmp
dinners
at
· 0'
April 30, 1987.

JI )

SAMURAI
JAPANESE STEAK HOUSE

I
I
I
I'
I
I
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----------------3911 East Colonial Drive, Or CaU 896-9696

disseminate
knowledge
to letsaid.
students
know
what isthis
going
on," Mandato
Another topic that was on the conference's
agenda, although it is not a problem at UCF:
Some schools are charging students to
process their aid requests, according to
Shari Capprere, FSA Legislative Director.
"She (Capprere) said when people apply for
financial aid, they are sometimes asked to
pay by check for processing fees -- this is
illegal. You shouldn't have to pay to get
-P

Precision Style Cut-- $9.00
HOURS
Fri.-Sat
Sunday

re 5. 1987.5

were impressed with our Health Center and
our SAGA food service, which ere major
problems on other campuses said Mondato.
Relating to health centers, some concerns
were that students were paying too high a
price for heal h services. But some schools
were worse. Students there have to pay for
medications, X-rays, and blood tests on top of
their fees. Our fee of $25 covers all lab fees,"
Mondato said.
"Other schools talked about the inflexible
hours of some health enters, but ours seemed
pretty good," Mandato said adding, "our
doctors stayed later hours. I personally
know from my own experience that
prescription medications are substantially
lower -- sometimes -- than drugstores
around town.
"The dwindling minority enrollment at
our nation's schools was a major topic of
discussion. Some of the aspects discussed
were minorities' issues, roles minorities
play on campus, how to attract talented
minority students to your school, race
relations and the effect of cutbacks on these
students," Mondato said.

"Safe Sex" kits that included condoms.
Tulane's program included putting
FROM PAGE 3
condoms, vaginal jellies and "safe sex"
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ literature in lunchbags emblazoned with the
words "Condom Sense," said Deborah Blom
"AIDS," Bennett said in Texas, "is just one of the American College Health
more .compelling reason for
Association.
discouraging sexual activity among A number of other co11eges chose the week to
children. To be fixated on condoms as the
announce they installed
condom dispensers in camp·us restrooms
answer is a mistake."
Nevertheless, condoms as a tool to prevent and omnibus AIDS education courses in the
curricula.
AIDS was the focus on most
campuses last week.
The Rev. Fred Tondalo, head of AIDS
A Stanford student group distributed 500 Center One in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
publicly asked area hotels to distribute free
condom saµiples in different
colors, textures and flavors as part of an condoms to students as they check in for
AIDS Education Project.
their spring breaks.
Cal-Berkeley, Dartmouth, Rutgers and Some student health centers began offering
free, anonymous testing.
Maryland aJl ~pproved passing out

CONDOMS

Serving The UCF Community

the UCF
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore}

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU
275-2855
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If you have the desire to be a writer, The Central Florida
Future has a position open for you. To apply, just drop by
the office and pick up an application. If you have any
questions, either stop by the office or call Steve at 2752865.

It's not just a job
It's an experience
w·

.PLEASE,····· ~
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Form 1040EZ

The American Expres.s• Card can get you virtually
everything from a leather jacket to a leather-bound clas.sic.
Whether you are bound for a bookstore or a beach
in Bermuda. So during college and after, it's the perfect
way to pay for just about anything you'll want.

How to get the Card before graduation.
College is the first sign of sua:ess. And because
we believe in your potential, we've made it easier
to get the American Expres.s Card right now. You can
qualify even before you graduate with our special
student offers. For details, look for applications
on campus. Or just call I-800-THE-CARD, and ask
for a student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It~
Simplest taxform yet! Only 11 lines and
if you file singl~ you may be able to use
it. A public service meuage from lM IRS

Thanks to you ...

itwort<s ....
for

ALL

OFUS
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Tickets - $5.00
(at Door)

e Door

P.r izes

e Classic

W eddi~g Attire.
Will Be Modelled

officers to eight-hour foot
patrol duties throughout the
campus. They may be asked
to conduct a random patrol,
or may be assigned to
known problem areas.
Dorms and other vulnerable
areas are frequently
patrolled by police .
"The goal of this program
is to insure safety for the
stud en ts by providing an
officer whq will be, easily
accessible to the campus
population. We also hope it
will prove to be a good public
relations measure,
"
Seacrist said.
Following any increase in
police protection, statistics
tend to show a slight
increase in crime. This,
according to Seacrist, does
not mean that more crimes
are being committed, but
that more crimes are being
reported.
The Student Escort
Program (SEP), which was
initiated in 1983, is one
example. SEP, as of now,
has 16 members. The
increase in its membership
is directly related to the 18.5
percent increase in reported
crimes, such as auto
burglaries.
Seacrist is also quick to
point out that his officers are
certified, highly -trained

GREEKS

THE CAREER
PLANNING
MINI-CLASSES
CAN HELP YOU
ORGANIZE YOUR
JOB SEARCH
TO
• ORIENTATION
PLACEMENT
SERVICES
INTERVIEWING
• TIPS

••

RESUME 101
RESUME 202

COME TO THE CRC
FOR DATES AND
TIMES OF THESE 50
MINUTE CLASSES
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
ADMIN BLDG SUITE

124
CAREER PLANNING

AND PLACEMENT

COOPERATIVE
EDUCATION

OFF CAMPUS,
PART-TIME JOB
LISTING

Seacrist said.
"Once certified, these
officers have the power to
arrest people on any property
under the jurisdiction of the
Board of Regents -- basically
any
state-funded
university," stated Seacrist.
"It is my hope," the police
chief said, "that the students
will benefit most from these
new procedures. My next
goal is a permanent police
facility.
"We have also been
accused of not being ·
'understanding cops'. Well,
our goal is a safe academic
environment," Seacrist
said.

changed their code of
conduct, Thompson notes, to
"expand coverage" of student
subject
to
hazing laws after her son behavior
died in a hazing incident at discipline. Now students
the hands of his fraternity ma·y be punished for hazing
even if they do it off campus,
brothers.
Thus far, 24 states have he said.
As a result, Mississippi
passed laws prohibiting
State last week leaped into an
hazing.
As a result of all the law- investigation of
breaking and carnage, an alleged off-campus
hazing incident, while
observers say it' s
getting hard for fraternities Cornell charged two Phi
and their schools to get Gamma Delta brothers with
alleged sexual abuse of two
insurance.
"Some groups are finding it
hard, even impossible, to Brown University students
find anyone who' ll
visiting for the weekend.
University of Texas
write an insurance policy for
them," said lawyer Tim officials also lost no time
Fischer of Manley, Burke & getting involved when they
Fischer, a Cincinnati firm learned in February of
specializing in fraternity possible hazing incidents at
Alpha Kappa Psi and lAP
law.
"It' s no different from any Tau.
Many of the new antiother situation," he added. "If
hazing laws, Ohio State' s
you have an
auto accident every few Thompson notes, protect
months,
pretty
soon schools
from
certain
insurance companies are prosecution if they can show
going to be reluctant to carry courts they enforce antiyou."
hazing policies actively.
Most insurance policies,
And often, greeks'
moreover, now specify they national
offices
are
will not cover .any
cracking down on wayward
activities that involve campus chapters more
hazing, said the secretary for vigorously.
Insurance Coverages Ltd. in The Beta Theta Pi national
St. Louis.
office, for instance, three
And the new anti-hazing weeks ago suspended
laws make state campuses the charter of its University
potentially liable in
of Oklahoma chapter even as
civil cases against them, just OU was filing charges
as private parties
against the chapter.
individuals, groups and
colleges -- always were,
"I would hope that the
noted Larry R. Thompson, escalation in cost of
special counsel to the
insurance premiums would
president at Ohio State.
motivate a group to examine
OSU' s trustees just its practices," Fischer said.

FROM PAGE 3

JOB HUNTING?

men and 'i omen.
We
have
rea1ly
streamlined our preemployment process. We
conduct
detailed
background checks on each
candidate and subject them
to a variety of psychological
tests
including a
polygraph test."
Each candidate must also
complete a Field Training
Officer Program. In this
program, potential officers
are required to ride with a
trained officer, and are
subjected
to
daily
evaluations over the course
of about 12 weeks. If the
department does not feel a
candidate is ready to become
a full-fledged officer, then
we will lengthen that
candidate's
training,"

8, The Central Florida Future. March 5.
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PROTESTS

boundaries, he noted.
Battle added, though, that
foreign universities often
are under the direct

FROM PAGE 1

researches and analyzes
foreign education issues.
"Youth unemployment is
quite high in some countries,
like Spain and
France, and students even
in secondary school have a
deep-down fear of what
kind of career they will
have."
Coombs noted foreign
students
often
are
bewildered by the diversity
of U.S. colleges and their
relative independence from
government interference.
"Americans, on the other
hand, don't understand
foreign students' protests
of their educational systems,
while from those students'
point of view, the
systems are horrendous."
The systems, he added, are
"loaded with rul es."
"The cur rent book of
Spanish legislation on
higher education," Coombs
reported, "looks like the New
York City phone book."
The big di:fference between
protests in the U.S. and
abroad,
added
Philip
Altbach,
Comparative
Education Center director at
the State University of New
York at Buffalo, is that the
· ones abroad are much more
limited and insular.
While U.S. students may
demonstrate
against
apartheid half way across the
globe, many of the recent
foreign university upheavals
concem issues that
don't extend beyo!'ld campus

control of their national
governments, which many
students consider faceless
bureaucracies with no ear for
student concerns.
Governments
consequently take school
protests as direct affronts,
and often quake in response.
French Premier Chirac,
for example, withdrew his
college reform bill, though
not before one student died of
a police beating that incited
still more furious protests.
And Mexican auth orities
ended the student strike by
agreeing
to
delay
implementing reforms , and
forming a university-wide
"c ongress" t o r eco n sider
them.
P erhaps because those
go v ernments
are
so
ine xtricably involved in
those campuses, too, higher
education protests quickly
can become more general.
"Politics are often more
important than education
policies in arousing
student activism," Altbach
pointed out.
In Thailand, the West
Bank of Israel, South Korea
and South Africa students
have played major roles in
recent
massive
demonstrations
against
government policies not
necessar:"ly related to higher '
equcati_Q
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Prints and
Slides from the same roll
Kodak MP film ... Eastman Kodak's professional CQlor motion picture (MP) film adapted for till
use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro,fine grain and rich color aturation, its
quality meets the exacting sta'.ndards of Hollywood filmmakers. And with wide exposure latitude, you
don't have to be a pro to get great everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up to ASA
1200. If you 're shooting in tungsten lighting, we>ll color correct for this at no charge. And enjoy the
option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
It's economical, too. For example, we'll process your film, send you mounted slides, negatives and a
new roll of film -all fo r the'incredibly low price of$4.60 per roll plus postage and handling. Quick,
convenient mail order service ... plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send this to you. But we're
confident that once you've tried the film , you'll become a regular customer. Why not see what this
quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

"there has long been the dream ofone.film that could produce everything. ...
.Such a.film is here now in the form o/5247 . .. ,, -MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY.

------------------------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
2181
CI J9B4 Seattle FalmWorlcs

D Rush me two 2Q,exposure rolls of your
LeadingKODAKMPfilm-Kodak 5247® (200 ASA). Enclosed is$2.00.
I'd like to be able to get color prints or
slides (or both) from the same roll and
experience the remarkable versatility of
this professional quality film.

NAME~~~~~~~~'--~~~~~ADDRES.5~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

CITY

STATE

ZIP _ _ __

Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA 98124

Kodak 524 7 is a regis!ered trademark of the Eastman Kodak Company.

Umit of2 rolls per customer.
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Wet 'N Wild
Sea World
Busch Gardens
Magic Kingdom(Adult)

EPCOT
Adult
Child

II
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Executive Services
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Presidential race
will be awfully dull
with only one ticket
The Student Government presidential election
is fast approaching and if something doesn't
happen soon, there won't actually be one.
Oh they'll go through the motions, but can you
reall~ have an election with just one candidate?
Not likely.
.
.
It's true with apathy at an all-time high,
UCF Sen~tor at Large Roy Reid is the only
applicant to be our new chief.
One has to wonder what caused such a sad turn
of events. Or does one? No, the answer is actually
rather obvious.
Just look at how the last few elections have been
handled. This is dirty pool. Every year as the
results are coming in, the obvious losers start
digging to find a way to slam the winner.
What happens is you find out you can't be
president because you spent $3.25 too much on
coffee for your campaign staff.
Frankly, this election thin? has ~otten so out-ofhand that no one in their nght mmd would run.
No offense Roy I'd run too if I was unopposed.
'
'
' ch ange
But reasoning-out
the past wont
anything, so let's take a look at our ~uture:
As mentioned. our choice for president includes
Roy Reid'. Reid has been a member o~ 0-team
and is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. Running with Reid for the. vicepresidency is J.J. MaD;dato . . Mand.ato is the
Director of Vice Presidential Affairs (Steve
Cady's assistant), has been on 0-team and L~ad
Team and is a member of Sigma AlPha Epsilon
fraternity.
Both are fairly · involved, but they're not so
qualified as to make all competition cower.
Maybe it's time for the Great Independent Hope.
There has to be at least a couple of GD I's out there
who would like to be president. Ask Ira Smith, it's
a fun job.
Come on, anybody, save our university fro"?
shame. At least give theses guys a run for their
money.
.
Get this our candidates have come up with a
motto that pretty well sums-up their attitude:
"Quality without question." If nothing else, they
are candidates without question.
If that doesn't make you want to run, how about
the fact that on a recent memorandum, Mandato
listed his position as Student Body Preside.nt.
Smith our real president, might have something
to say ~bout that, but why don't you?
If this sounds like an urgent request, that's
because it is. Today is your last day to apply for
the position. You have to coll~ct about 3~0
signatures, have a 2.0 gpa, be takmg at least six
hours of class and have no academic holds. If you
think you can do all that run by SG and pick up
the paperwork. Your deadline for all of this is
5:00 p.m.
It's not impossible. We here at the newspaper
guarantee all of our si~atures to .anyone w~o
stops in our offices. Thmk about it, but do it
quickly!

~e Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL 32816 (305) 275-2601or275-2865
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The plan: Let's see now. One, two ... wait a
second ... one week until Spring Break?! Shoot. I
don't even know what I'm going to do yet for
break.
But I know what I don't want to do.
I don't want to get drunk. I don't want to climb
balconies. I don't want to squeeze onto a beach·
with 100,000 bozos from up north who ju~t want to
get drunk and climb balconies. I don't want a boss is looking over their shoulder. Shoot, Ron,
pickle. I just wanna ride my motorcycle.
these guys could make Ollie North look like a
Oops. Got carried away with Arlo Guthrie pussycat.
mode.
Now, Ron, you wouldn't anyone carrying out
Anyway, I've had enough of those northern covert actions without your knowing about it,
bums. What do you say we get even this year? Off right? So you need to get some fool into the CIA
to Yankee-land we should go! Let's give 'em a director's chair, pronto. Here's where I think I
taste of their own medicine. Trash King's can help.
Island. Loot the Sears Tower. Burn down
You see, Ron, I go to school at this university in
Manhattan.
Florida (That's the state where northern bozos go
All right, who's driving?
every Spring to get drunk, trash beaches and
And now a word from our sponsor: I'm not climb balconies.) and we have a real fool of a
much of an expert on politi~al matters,- but I've got president. His name is Trevor and he's great. He
to give some advice to Ronald Reagan.
walks. He talks. And he nods a lot.
Ron, buddy, it seems· you can't find anyone fool
He'll even sign important looking documents
enough to be the new director of the CIA. That's a once in a while, if you want him to.
problem, you know. Why, at this very moment,
America's favorite spy agency, lacking a
Give Trevor a call. And if you do hire him,
suitable leader, is probably just littered with could you maybe send someone down to be our
anarchy. I'll even bet some spies are taking new president? That is, if there is anyone up there
foreign policy initiatives of th~i! own since no fool enough to want the job.
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J.J. finally makes the headlines
Last week I wrote about the
Tropical Oasis, but it seems that
what I said sounded more
negative than positive.
So let me restate, there's
nothing wrong with the Tropical
Oasis. I just can't understand
why, with such a great menu and
such good prices, more students
don't frequent the place.
The Wild Pizza and Great
Escapes, on the other hand, are
doing just fine. Wild Pizza
manager Bob Gibson says he
thinks it's the winning
combination of pizza and beer
that keeps students coming
around, and the Great Escapes
manager says they're al ways
popular because of their location
and fast food menu.
I think these are bogus
reasons, however. The secret to
success is in their names.
Think about it. Wild Pizza and
Great Escapes--they're both
words a college student would
use to describe a good party. An
adjective like Tropical just
doesn't cut it.
Loud music and abundant

llltJI

cigarette smoke don't hurt
either. Both the Wild Pizza and
Great Escapes have one or the
other, and the Tropical Oasis'
silence and clear air just can't
compete.
So anyway, I don't think I'll be
writing
anymore
SAGA
columns
for
a
while.
Conforming turned out to be too
boring, even for me. And
besides, I haven't been able to eat
in the Tropical Oasis all week.
Senate Scuttlebutt: Yesterday,
in the Wild Pizza, I saw J. J.
Mandato who casually asked me
when I was going to mention
him in my column. Little did I
know, at the time, that he was
running unopposed for Student
Body vice president. That's
column fodder if I ever saw any.
(Unfortunatley, that's what my
editor thought too, so ~e stol~ my

•

topic for the m'ain column. Just
as long as you know where it
came from).
I know Roy Reid (who's
running for president) and J. J.
from when I used to cover the
senate, and they're both very
nice guys. Why, just last week
Roy found me someone to jump
start my car when it wouldn't
start at 10 p.m. The fact that I
had just left my car fo drive does
not make Roy any less nice.

But nobody should be allowed to
run unopposed for Student Body
president, no matter how nfoe
they are. So let's hope someone
else declares by 5:00 Thursday,
or this election won't offer much
by way of choice. There'll also be
no candidates' forum, no fHers
and posters, and no contestants
plastered across the front page of
the newspaper. I don't know if
we're ready to give up all that
fun yet.
Let's all keep our
fingers crossed for that surprise
candidate to turn up right on
deadline. More next week.
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1 Cry
4 Sedate
9 Priest's
vestment
12 Macaw
13 Worthless
matter
14 Pronoun
15 Kettledrum
17 Lists of
candidates
19 Emerald Isle
21 Hint
22 Profuse talk
25 Repulse
29 Latin
conjunction
30 Prying device
32 Memorandum
33 Negative
35 Cut
37 Label
38 Word of sorrow
40 Daughter of
King Lear
42 A continent:
abbr.
43 South American
animal

19M United Feature Syndicate

45 To the side
4 7 Cloth measure
49 Unit of Italian
currency

50 Pittsburgh
54

57
58

60
61
62
63

football
player
Seeps
That woman
Vegetable
Dine
Affirmative
Remuneration
Arid

DOWN
1 Before Sun.
2 Anglo-Saxon
money

3 Place of
confusion
4 Contends
5 Elther's partner
6 Small amount

7 Heroic event
8 Happen again

9 Affirmative vote

10 Parcel of land
1 1 Public vehicle:
colloq.
Spoken
Sharp
At no time
Pertaining to
punishment
23 Coral island
24 Carouse
26 Vessel
27 Babylonian hero
28 Lawful
31 Royal
34 Chinese pagoda
36 'Fixed portions
39 Pintail duck
41 Roman tyrant
44 Permit
46 Demolished
48 Singer Horne
50 Timid
51 Golf mound
52 Bitter vetch
53 Outfit
55 Organ of
hearing
56 Pigpen
59 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind

16
18
20
22

CHEEVERWOOD

by Micha 1 Fry

PLEDGE NOW ... TO HAVE A SAFE

• Always Buckle Up
Don't Ride With An Impaired Driver
FOR YOUR SIGNATURE ...
Get a Burger King Salad 1/2 Price Coupon, key chains,
lollipops and more!
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as a result of
ALCOHOL OR DRUG RELATED ACCIDENTS
DRINKING AND DRIVING or
FAILURE TO USE SAFETY BELTS!

RESErNATIONIST port-tme day ood
evening shifts ovalloble. Phone AlS 857-

UCF Alkldo Club
Japanese me

art
self
defense
coordination mental and ptTtslcal
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat
9-1 lom Sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room
EdUCC1tion Bldg.

3470
PROFESSIONAL TYPING

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sig Ep soccer #1 for second straight
year. Bachelor party lhls Thurs. for Steve
M . Quarters bh Fri at 6pm at Joy &
Jock's place. thu; Sun day's meeting Is
ritual.
Phi Delta Theta
Car wash lost Saturday was a huge
success! Thanks to oil who helped!! It's a
beach party next Sot amll!l il Call Sam or
Ric for more details. Get psyched for
lnltiaHon • •• • Rush week wlll be here
soon! Anyone interested should come
to our meetings Sun at 8pm in SC. A
special thank you to Pi Beto Phi for your
speech Sunday nigh. Phi'sforever.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Let's get the house nice and clean for
parents day lhls Sat at noon, Don't
forget our 4-woy social Sat night. let's
have a good showing. Sunday morning
we have lhe run. Be there!

Interested in improving public speaking
and communication skills? Then join
Toastmaster's International. At UCF;
meets every Tuesday at Barn; Phillips
Holt Room 224

Female roommate wonted to share l or
2 bedroom apartment In Haystack close
to UCF available Moy lst coll Jennifer at
658"4705 or 321-3963

Female. non-smoker to snare room-Fox
Hunt Lanes. fully furnished, one mile from
UCF. $165/month. security, shore utilities.
351 -5656 otter 6
Rmmt for 2 bdrm 1 bth home off
Goldenrod Rd. Fenced yard . Furnished
175/mo. Share utilities coll Mike at 657-

We would like to thank our Derby
Daddies and Babies. We love you guys!
DG's get psyched for our upcoming
sports. Don't forget to study for those
awesome GPAs.

Sigma Phi Epsilon

80 Mazda RX7 LS. Exceftent condition.
Owner leaving country, must sell. S4CXXl.
Cau 'J65-7ti:J 1 weekends.
Town house -- 2br/2bath, Fox Hunt.
$5.CXXl under market at $49,QOO. Coll
#351.009() or #351 -2265.

Move Into HOUSE in Huckleberry.
$175/mo, + 1/3 util. Tennis, basketball.
and racquetball. Pool and lakes. Call
Chm or Pat 281-4000.

Thanks to all who helped clean the
pond you did a great job. Everyone get
ready for softball and floor hockey.
congratulations to the soccer team for
taking first place again.

Water bed Queen size mattress for sale
$25671-7293

Drivers. service agents needed
Weekends or weekdays
Full or part-time
Call Dollar Rent-A-Car 851-3232

1982 Pontiac J-2CXXl Excellent cond.
$2500.00 call 6W-5772
Portable dishwasher; Mlchelob beer
keg dispenser; Script Writing typewriter;
metal detector; refrigerator; call for
details. '365-7292

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Hey guys a busy weekend again. 4 way
social Sot nite. Sleep over at house
Friday for seNice project Sat morning or
be at house at 6pm. Alumni banquet
Sot nlte contact law.

lltdllllfil
College Democrats
Membership . is open to all students.
Meetings are held every Tue. in STUDENT
CENTER ROOM 217 at 6 p .m. Need more
Info. please leave message on answer
machine by calling 275"4394.

Omicron Detta Epsllon
The Economics Honors Society open to
all students with on Interest in
Economics. For more Information coll
Rob Alexander at the Economics
Deportment 275-246.5.

2-bdrrn, 2-bath Town house for rent In Fox
Hunt Lanes. Fenced yard on water.
ceiling fans, etc. $450 per month plus
deposit. Month-to-month lease option.
Available immediately. #351..()()9() or
#351-2265.

Duplex for rent - 2brrn 2bth w/Sears
appliances Includes wash/dryer; hos
security system. $450 per mo + util
Sherwood Forest coli 855-7815

1 Month Free.Rent - New Units
$200.00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool & Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 Bedrooms with 2 FULL BATHS
washer/ dryer hook-ups. mini-blinds
UCF/Mortln Area

Student and Famlly Sections
Sussex Place
281-6393
Duplex for relit April lst2b/2b 1 mile to
UC FCall after 7:00 pm 281 "4584 $400
For rent Alafoya W<:XXJs new 2 Bdrm
home with 1 car garage 3 ml north of
UCF professional person call 6W-5533

3470

•One mile from UCF Comp.JS•
All types of student documents. Some
day service ovolloble. IBM letter quality
WOtd processing.
Fest• Professlonol •Accurate
VVORDMASTERS 277-WXJ
••COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING••
student
papers. resumes. spread
sheets. Ur quality print. Free revisions
10% student discount. 658-1481
Excellent
typing/word
EdiHng. Theses. 273-7591.

processing

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079

LIGHT
INDUSTRIAL
warehouse,
convention set ups. and production
workers, Call now for Immediate work.
ATS 857-3470

Executive word processing services
Term
papers.
theses,
resumes.
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pickup/delivery
seNice
available.
Academic needs may by professional
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour
message center 277-0329

Part-time cleaning/porter 2-3 days per
week 10-12 hrs. for a 108 unit comples In
W.P. call 679-2555

$160 new. asking $75. Coll Susan ofter 6
p.m. 273-5464
Blue 10 speed Huffy for sale 28' S75 coll
671-7293
63 Buick Le Sabre. Excellent body &
paint, tots of good things, needs some
engine worl<. $400 Call Susan after 6
p.m .• 273-5464.

Phi Dena Theta
It's BEACH PARTY time this Sat. at the
Cocoa Beach Holiday Inn. the tun starts
at 8 a.m. Great going at lost weeks car
wash. It was Just on step. but yet a big
one.GO PHI

Port lime jobs - Telemarketing - no
experience necessary - office near by at
1320 Semoron North of Coiontol Flexible
hours - hourly rote+ comm. Coll 273-7364
FUN WORK
TELEMARKETING
port-time
positions,
nights and weekends phone ATS 857-

cane back chair, peacock design, NICE.

Female to shore 2b/2b duplex. all
appliance, l mile to UCF. $200 mo 1/2
utilities call 281"4584 7:00 pm.

Cashier - Experience preferred. 10 key
claculator & typing helpful. Evenings end
weekends. $4.00 per hour. Coll Karen
McBrlen 291-1604 al Recreational
Factory Warehouse.

73 Mustang. 6 cy1 eng, automatic
standard brakes & steering. new
tires/brakes. good condition. $1500 or
best reasonable offer. Call Su;an after 6
p .m. 01273-5464.

King Choir. walnut stained heavy rattan

2562
Dena Gamma

'TYPING. Fast. occurote. reosonoble.
Cbse to campus. Cd1Bemy282-4168

Help earn $1000 weekly, stuffing
envelopes at home. Start immediately
write: Hamilton Mailers, 5471 Lake Howell
Road, Suite 128, Winter Pork, Florida
32792
Leasing agent needed. No exp. nee. 25:30 Mon-Fri for opt. Complex near 436 +
Curry Ford Rd 282-4793
Opportunity knocks
Manager trainees
Energetic. Enthusiastic
Paid Training, Benefits
Tremendous Growth Opportunity
Coll 851-6664 9-5. M-F

Retail Sales- Recreational Factory
Warehouse.
The
South's
largest
specialty retailer of swimming pools.
spas, and related products is now filling
full and part time sales positions for our
Orlando store. No prior experience
necessary, Ideal for students. Flexible
hours available. days. nights, and
weekends. Average pay $7.00 to $12.00
per hour. Coll Mr. Mortin ot291-1603.

Serious student needs tutor for CNM
4110 (Numerical Analysis) . If 1nterested
please call 281-4597
Student loons to $7500 273-3263. All
ages. No credit. Insured Plan.
ABORTION SERVICES,
birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
counselling. VD screening. low cost.
confidential seNices and general
anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Heallh Organization
Finonclol old for college ls available
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA1221 ext0627
You con earn up to $500 a week In your
own home - It's simple! Send SASEnvel to
W. Johnson Box 15496 Gainesville. FL
32604

ll lllllllll
$100REWARD
Novy Orlando Federal Credit Union Is
offering ~ $100 REWARD for any
Information leading to the recovery of
our ANCHOR sign taken from the
UNNERSITY CENTER BUILDING.
If you know anything about the
whereabouts of this sign. PLEASE CALL
644-1100 ~xt. 67. Thank you!
Carolyn Everidge - Thanks for being
there; you're the best Sigma Chi Ur sis' I
could ask tori Your big Brother loves you!

• 1ai11111
FAST TYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional SeNices. All work
prepared
on
commercial
word
processors for error free neatness. We
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer
not dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and
re'l(isions. Some day. weekend and
overnight seNice available. Over 14.500
satisfied students. Coil 671-3007

Partying at Lauderdale or Daytona this
break? Need an xtro person to help pay
hotel expenses. to have more $ to party
with? I hove my own transportation. will
be glad to accommodate rides ; CALL
658-8441before3 pm on MWF, and ofter t
1 pm on T +Thu. anytime W.E.

J.
This Is the time to get serious. Just don't
do It In the apartment. Or I'll have to get
serious.
CD

TYPING SERVICE: All worl< prepared on
IBM compatible ~. letter quality printer.
disk storage for revisions, WordPerfect
software. Resumes, general papers,
legal documents. etc.

CAU FRAN 1i4-9026.

Rob&Zoch
You may not know it. but I do look over
your shoulder. Be careful of the potato
chips wilh the green edges,
YoorEditor

Scope the ·classifieds for new sectionsl
Call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601
•
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK I
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I
Where The Sun Always Shines/
Distributors of Wolff Sun System
• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan .\II Year
• Clean. fe. No Burni n~
• Privale Room and ~t u it·
• , lop · e xperience our e"'
C'l- ~I .• ' CiFTahle. l.l \ 11lFH r. I.

I
I
I
I
I

5 Visits for
$24.95

II

lO°lo Discount with
U.C.F. 1.D.

I Coupon Expires May 10, 1987

~----------------------------~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1st Visit

FREE

I Coupon Expires May 10, 1987

•

•
•

•

The CLAST...
will you pass? ·
Get help with

•

Getting Ready for the CLAST
•
•

Reading, Writing, Mathematics
This book Includes Instruction and sample questions
creat,e d using the state CLAST specifications.
tt sonly $8.95, ask for It at your bookstore.

H _Publishing

.H Company

12165 Sunnydale Blvd, Suite N
Clearwater, FL 33575

•
•

•

•

•

(/I

J&L
OFFICE SUPPLIES
TOWER PLACE
l0376 E. Colonial Dr.

.i i 277·7776 aEJ
Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl
10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
If ·you need to send it or get it
CALL J &. L
Western Union &. UPS Available

UCF serves up two victories
by Chad Salinas
ASST. SPORTS ED OQ

While
the
basketball
season is winding down for
the men's and women's
teams, the Knights tennis
team is just getting under
way.
This past week, the UCF
squad has played four
matches, three of them being
at home. Coach Randy
Romero's
"Serve
and
Volley" Knights went 2-2 on
the week, raising their
record to 4-3 .
At ' FIT, UCF took a 4-2
lead in singles, and went on
to sweep the doubles for a 7-2
win. Jeff Davis, Tom Cail,
The men's tennis team, starting this Friday, plays seven
Jose Perez and David Cohen 'matches in seven days.
won in single's action, while
Friday,
the
Knights
Saturday, the Knights had
the doubles teams of Davis/
dropped a 2-7 decision to an easy time with Broward
Cail,
Paul
Marshal/Pat
Florida Atlantic. Cail and Community College, taking
Curry and Perez/Cohen all
Curry
were the sole winners a 7-2 win.
won .
forUCF.

NEXT YEAR
FROM PAGE 12

down 34 of 86 three-point field goals, will be
back . So will freshman Edsel Bester (2.1
ppg, 1.1 rpg), who showed good passing
ability in limited court time.
Forwards: This is the area that the Knights
will be strongest. Returning next year will
be the Knights leading scorer this season,
Pat Crocklin. Crocklin averaged 13.3 ppg
and 5.3 rpg,hitting 56 percent of his shots.

Junior Stan Haithcock will also be back.
Haithcock averaged 8.2 ppg and 2. 7 rpg.
Haithcock hit on 34 percent of his three-point
attempts.
Also returning to ·this position are juniors
Ken McGee and John Marini. McGee
averaged 5.9 ppg and 4.9 rpg while shooting
45 percent from the field. Marini's numbers
were 3.1ppg,1.4 rpg, 46. 7 percent shooting.
Center: Ah, the question is, do the Knights
have a center canidate? McGee played the
position at times this season, but at 6-feet-6inches, McGee will be undersized against
major college centers .

•

CAN YOU UNDERSTAND YOUR TEACHER??
If your Professor's English is not
clear enough for you to understand, State
Senator George Kirkpatrick says:
"I want to personally hear from any student that
can't understand his or her instructor. I will follow
up on each and every complaint to make sure
students are not being denied the education they
have paid for and are legally entitled to receive,"

If you have a problein,
CALL (904) 377-3800, or use
the Student Government
phones for free!!!
STOP BY THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT OFFICES AND
WE'LL LET YOU USE OUR PHONES FOR FREE LONGDISTANCE DIALING!!!
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Crew team breezes into season Saturday
Chris Steely
. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Every morning at 6:00 a.m., the calmness
of Lake Pickett is broken by the PCF rowing
team during a :oU:tine practice.
The crew, which has been associated with
UCF since 1972, push themselves to their
physical limits with strenuous land and
water workouts. Head coach Dennis
Kamrad, with the help of alumnus John
Catron and Jim Field, supervise the 35 men
and 15 women who row in boats holding
from two to eight people.
Concentration and strength are the main
factors that create a good crew. The team
constantly strives to perfect their technique,
for if a crew does not have every aspect of a
complex timed perfectly, they will be no
match for their competitors.

Chris Steely/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUnJRE

The crew team, (above and below), begins their season this weekend against Rollins College.

The team opened their 1987 spring season
last weekend against Florida Institute of
Technology in Melbourne. "We raced what
many people feel is the number one team in
the country," explained Kamrad. "We have
a strong program with a lot of dedicate~

UCF has won the Metro Cup every year
since its conception seven years ago. The
festivities will feature dual races between
UCF and Rollins College as well as
Edgewater High School vs. Winter Park
High School. Altogether, there will be
approximately 250-300 competitors

NOW OPEN ::~1:t:::in~:mm;~wm:t:,~1

UNIVERSITY PARK
PLAZA

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
·. ALBUM, CASSETTE,
IMPORT or CD
$7 .99 AND UP!

-----------------
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to work with a
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ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 P .M.
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Student needed to utilize PC skills.

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Master Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

•

•

•

Office Of Minority St'udent
Services ADM 225
Part-Time employment, no
more than 20 hours a
week.

Dr. Robert Belle, Director
OMSS or Margarita Brown
275-2716
Good opportunity to learn dBASE Ill, obtain practical
experience, a·n d develop computer skills.

•
•
o

•

Hiring - Apply
We are opening a new restaurant at

4250 E. Colonial Dr. - Orlando, FL 32807
:? ..,_TI

•

Host('s), Kitchen Cooks & Dishwashers
Full or Part-Time
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•
Rob Peery/ Cenoo1 Florido Future

•

W

Golf team to sponsor tourney

e're looking for students to work in part time
furniture sales.

•

Join our team of quality people working with quality
customers and quality oak furniture.

by Kathy Johnson

•

Salary plus commission, 20-25 hours per week.

"The
showcase
of
collegiate golf," as stated by
head golf coach Dale
Wilson, is a tournament
sponsored by the UCF golf
team the day after the Bay
Hill Classic. This is the first
year of the tournament,
which will feature some of

AJtamonte Springs 766 East Altamonte Dr. 831-1155
Orlando 8100 S. Orange Blossom Tri. 855-4404

APply now:

•

~PIZZA&SUBS
Jn the Alafaya Village, behind Wendy's

~{l~c@@{l@
-- - SUPER
COUPON - ~··1tt~·
- I Chooso,
Pepperoni,
Two For You

I
I
I

Mushrooms, Ham,
Green Peppers, Italian
Sausage Onions
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Large
$10.00
Medium $8.99
Small
$6.99

~ ~
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·
11794. E. COLONIAL DR.

273-9676
ONE COUPON
PER PIZZA

I
I
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DELIVERYCHAAGE
EXTRA
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SUPER COUPON
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DEll\IERY CHARGE
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2 Toppmgs
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11194.E. COLONIALoA.I

Sorry, no extra cheese
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ONE COUPON
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PER PIZZA
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STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
aI'eas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.
Problems with?

Need?

Landlord ?

A Will?

ln uran e?
Contra ts?

P lie ?

ame Change?
Un onte.sted Dissolution?

throughout central Florida .
Orange Lake Country Club,
Tuskawilla, and Rio Pinar
all have offered their courses
for the tournament. Rio
Pinar was the home of the
Bay Hill Classic in previous
years.
"Next year we hope to move
it up to 15or16 teams and get
the top four or five teams (in
the country) here," Wilson
said.

SEASON

11794 EAST COLONIAL DR. In Orlando

•

SPORTS EDITOR

the top ranked golfers in the
country.
This is the first year for the
tournament, and Wilson
hopes it will soon develop
into one of the top
tournaments in the country.
"This is the first big one
with stature like this,"
Wilson said.
The three day tournament
will take place on three
different private courses

We're talking history here. 2,456 bodies
jammed
the gym for a contest with crossFROM PAGE 16
town rival Rollins. Before, anyone could
have attended and redeemed a boxtop for
in which to move, they thought, and it does admission, but now demand was on the
not rhyme with clown. With a straight face, same level as supply.
The Knights' hopes of holding its fourthen, and the best of intentions, a
lighthearted look back at the reflections of a game winning ~treak and earning its 21st
victory in 30 games over the Tars evaporated
12-15 season:
Scene I, Thanksgiving Night, AMI in the wake of a second-half rally as Rollins
Classic, Miami. UCF opened the door to a downed UCF, 80-74. Disappointment was on
new campaign and was greeted by the a first-name basis with every player.
preseason Top-40 Hurricanes. By halftime,
Scene Ill, February 16, Cole Field House,
Miami was scratching its Hurricane heads Maryland. A mid-February sojourn up the
as the Knights refused to fumble. Midnight east coast brought UCF much more than a 73for Cinderella came in the second half, 55 loss to Maryland's Terrapins.
though, as Miami coughed and wheezed its
UCF made this a season worth
way to a 64-54 victory. UCF went on to lose to remembering. Next year will not be a
LaSalle in the consolation game, 68-43 and painful realization. Who knows, with a
returned home void of victory.
couple of solid recruits, and a few breaks
Scene II , January 21, UCF Gymnasium. here and there...

SENIORS
FROM PAGE 16
per
game
with
30. 7.
Roberson scored a season
high of 27 in a losing cause to
Rollins. In fact, he scored
over -20 points in eight games
this season. Roberson has
led the Knights in steals with
a career total of 113. At a
times this season when the
team was in a close game,
Roberson would be the spark
that got the Knights the big
play. He did whatever it
took, a steal, a basket or an
assist.
George Beaton came on
very Btrong in the Flager
game with a season high 18
points. "If George had been
in full health all season, he
would have had a great
year," Carter said.
Beaton suffered from knee
problems all of his junior
year and early this year.
The second half of the
season, he saw more playing
His
aggressive
time.
defense proved he could
cause chaos for the opponent,
as well as excite the crowd.
'Whenever George gets

into the garp.e we really get
pumped," Pat Crocklin said.
Of course, Beaton will
always be remembered for
his"Thunder Bubba Dunk"
against Bethune Cookman.
He finished his career at
UCF averaging 4.9 points
per game.
John Friday was happy to
be able to play his final year
of basketba11 at UCF. At age
28, Friday holds the single
season record for blocked
shots with 69. He also led the
team in rebounds this season
with 182, averaging 6. 7
rebounds per game.
Throughout the season
Friday was an exclusive
presence on the floor, there
were games when he would
not be one of the team's
leading scores, or even grab
a lot of rebounds, but he
would eject five to eight
baskets as he did in the
season home finale against
Florida
International
University.
Friday
completed his career at
Howard
Monday
night,
scoring 13 points and
grabbing ten rebounds.
Friday avoided serious
injury this season playing
28.5 minutes per game. He

had his best output in a
losing effort to Western
Illinois, scoring 22 points
and grabbing 13 rebounds.
Although it is a game Friday
will remember, it is one
Tony Marini would like to
fonret.
Tony Marini suffered a
mid-season injury when a
Western Illinois Leatherneck
fractured
his
cheekbone with a cheap shot.
Marini is six-foot-eight and
weighs 230 pounds. If he had
seen the blow coming, he
would have easily avoided
the blow, or defended
himself. Although the injury
ended his collegiate career,
Marini helped the team by
keeping statistics from the
b
e n
c h
Before the injury, it was
not unusual to see Marini
putting in extra time after
practices, working on his
pivot under the basket, and
running the floor. Marini
played in only 11 games this
season
averaging
five
rebounds a game.
We congratulate all of the
seniors and wish them luck.
We also thank the whole
team for their outstanding
effort
and
hard
work
throughout the season.

M.EN'S BASKETBALL
THE VEAR IN REVIEW

Seniors leave on top
Paul Connolly
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Donna Calloway /Central Florido Future

UCF Finds Success iii '86-'87
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

A year ago at this time, sentiments
of sneer began forming on · the
foreheads of mens' basketball coach
Phil Carter and his players. They had

just endured an awful 6-22 season and
needed confidence and reassurance
only as much as a surfer needs waves.
Like a jockey in a stable, the
Knights gingerly tip-toed into the 1986'87 season. There is only one direction

SEE SEASON PAGE 15

The men's basketball team
completed its third season in
Division I play, losing to
Howard University (24-4) 8567.
The season's end marks the
end of four collegiate careers.
Seniors Faronte Roberson,
Tony Marini, George Beaton
and John Friday have each
spent two seasons with the
Knights.
These
seniors
played
quality
basketball
each
day,
knowing the
program was in a rebuilding
period. Under coach Phil
Carter, the Knights are 18-37.
Moving to a superior division
was difficult, the seniors were
looked to for leadership and

~.......__-.:....

Phil Carter ·
they responded.

Faronte Roberson was the
most productive all around.
He averaged the most minutes
SEE SENIORS PAGE 15

A hopeful look
into '87~'88
by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

Editor's note: This article is the opinion of
the writer
Now that the Knights have·completed a
successful turnaround season with a 12-15
mark, the average basketball eye looks
towards next year.
Guards: Leading off the guard position is
junior
·Bryant
Woodford.
Woodford
avearaged 7.8 points per game and 3.3
rebounds per game. Woodford is a streaky
shooter (41.1 field goal percentage) and his
assist to turnover stats (83-88) indicate he
needs to improve his passing choice.
Woodford is the top guard in a backcourt
that will be strong with returnees. Junior
Chris Wallen (5.7 ppg, 1.0 apg), who nailed
John F_riday towers non-stop to th~ top.

SEE NEXT YEAR PAGE 13

Tony Marini overpowers the opponent for two.

-~igb!s ()f tbe D~---•

John Friday

Tony Marini

Friday, at age 28. played his
last year of eligibility at UCF.
Friday was consistently in the
starting line-up. He is the
single season record holder
for blocked shots with 69. He
also leads the earn 1n
rebounds wi
182 this
season.

Although Marini played in
only 11 games this year. due
to an injury, he still
contributed to the team. On
the court, Marini averaged
five rebounds per game.
After the injury, Morini stayed
with
the
team
and
contributed in other ways.

George Beaton
Beaton is known for his
aggressive defensive style.
Although his playing time
was limited this season,
Beaton become a definite
presence when he did play.
He finished the year
averaging 4.9 poin s per
game.

Faronte Roberson
Roberson started in most
every game for the Knights in
the guard slot. He averaged
30. 7 minutes (of playing time)
per game. Roberson has led
the team in steals for two
years with a career total of
113.

The Walk, a four member
band based in Orlando. is
making their way into. the
demanding music scene. In
their two year existence The
Walk has managed to win
he 1986 WDIZ/Service
Merchandise Battle of the
Bands. app ar on a
promotional performance
for a local club on MTV, win
WDIZ's 1986 Choice of Best
Area Ba d which included
the airplay of one of their
original
ongs titled
"Perfect Baby", and to top it
off, they ev n played at
Baby Shamu's birthday
party. The Walk has been
maklng a name for
themselves and in the
process have become clo er
to each other.
The band consists of ott
Franklin, the bass pla er
and vocals. Deena Smilh,
the lead guitarist and also
vocals, Terry McMahon
who is the lead vocalist and
al o the rhythm guilar
pl er, and David Barlow
on th drums and helping
out wilh the vocals.

Even though they are
calling themselves a
progressive, ne
music
band, tl\.e grouB likes to
think tha they have a more
independant and disti ct
sound. They seem to have a
unique trademj.U"k on their
own style. This distinctive
sound.
he band has
aquire.d a following that
spans from Florida to
Mississippi.
"The type of audience we
attract are people who are
in t eres t ed in original
music," says the bands.lead
vocalist Terry McMahon.
He also adds that one of the
bands ultimate goals ls to
get up on stage and do four
sets of original songs.
Among their many goals,
another is basically to do
well and for the people and
to like what they play. They
admit that they can't do
that by playing a set packed
with cover tunes. "We have
faith in our original stuff,"
says McMahon.
and
Franklin adds that the
cover tunes that they do
play are tunes that they
enjoy doing and the songs

fit the personality of the
band as a whol .
Personality
is
an
important factor 1IJ. a ba:ia.d
such as The Walk. If th_e
personalitie clash, then
there is no band. Deena
Smith, the lead guitarist.
says the band is more like a
family. They have all built
up a certain amount of trust
among themselves and they
talk everything out. This
brings them closer as
friends, partners, and coworkers.
Smith went on to say that
each member of the
"family" has a function.
She serves as the band
mother. McMahon is the
idealist and the salesman.
He is the person that will
want to try new things. But
Smith is always there to
slow him down. David
Barlow, the drummer, is the
realist. He would be the
person to say "well that's a
good way to do it, but look
at it this way."
Bartow also keeps the
momentum of the band.
Franklin, on the other
hand, will hold the
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opposing
view
of keeping· it intact." The Walk
everything. This isn't feels that
eventually a
always in the negative record company will come
sense. He iS the type that along that will take them as
will approach something they are. They don't want to
from the logical point of become another fly-byview .. In fact. they even got night band. That's the type
as fir. as looking upon of band that has a few hit
themselves as characters songs that propell them to
from ' Star Trek '. Smith success for a few months
was Kirk, Franklin was and then they fade from the
cast in the role of the ever music scene completely.
logical
Mr.
Spock, Smith sums it up by saying
McMahon was the stouted "Success is not being afraid
Dr. McCoy, and Barlow was of being unsuccessful."
the realistic Scotty.
So, what do we have to
The band has a strong look forward to from The
sense of where it wants to Walk? Well, you can expect
go. Every member has the an album out from them
same goal in mind. At the within the year. Also, along
moment, The Walk isn't with their busy club
really making a livtng off of apperances. they plan on
being a band. They are tied · leaving their home base of
down withfeel are a Orlando to do some
hindrance to their music. travelling. "The location
The Walk is trying to reach we're in right now, isn't a
the point where they can grand one f r
aspiring
play their music and make a bands," says McMahon. The
living off of it. They won't, Walk also plans to make a
however, compromise in video and to solicit record
the process.
companies along the way in
" The most important
thing is maintaining the
SEE W."T v- ... · .... ~ ::;
integrity of the band and
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UCF graduate sells different discs
by Barrie Lapins
A boy wtth a mohawk
enters the store. He wants to
trade in an old Cure album
for the latest one. The man
behind the counter smiles
and says. "sure, no
problem." A girl walks in
and asks for the new Huey
Lewis album. The man
behind the counter helps
her find..tt.
The man behind the ·
counter is Don Gilliland. He
is also the man behind
Murmur Records and Tapes•
in College Park. Gilliand is
a UCF graduate and used to
work on the Future staff
way back when the school
was still ITU. Opening his
own record store had
always been in the back of
his mind, especially during

the five years prior to the
opening of Murmur, while
he was working in other
record stores. Gilliland said
he "realized the need for a
music store to concentrate
on things other stores don't
have."
Murmur's customers' ages
range from 15 to 35.
Gilliland claims his store
does not specifically cater
to "punk rocker" or "new
wavers," but "to all people,
especially those who buy a
lot of music." Gilliland also
said not only people from
College Park come to his
store, but "people from
Longwood, Kissimmee, and
even once or twice a month
from places like Daytona
Beach.
By just glancing at the
store, it looks like the

average record store. But
taking a closer look, you
can see it is definitely
different. Murmur has a
reputation for "off the wall"
music.
Adam
Szewczyk,
a
member of the Camelot
sales staff in the Altamonte
Mall says he doesn't make a
habit of sending customers
to other stores. but he does
send them to Murmur for
"avant garde groups and
music." What makes
Murmur different is what
they carry: records, tapes,
compact discs, both new
and used, along with
stickers. posters and music
magazines. They also buy
used albums and CD's. If
you are looking for an
import album or r. .1 album
that is out of print, Murmur

may just be the place for
you. They have everything
from new wave to heavy
metal, plus Top 40. jazz,
reggae, and rhythm and
blues.
Gilliland also mentioned
his
store
is
very
economical. If you are in
need of some quick cash,
moving, or are just tired of
your old records, bring
them in and see what you
can do!
Murmur Records and
Tapes has a good advantage
over the commercial music
stores in the Orlando area.
Many stores have catalogs
from which tl.ey order their
product from, but usually
the chances of getting older
items is thin. At Murmur,
SEE MURMUR PAGE 6

Hoosiers shoots to top of ·s oundtracks
by Randy A. Salas

instrumental and one vocal, are
throwaways.
I certainly wouldn't want to be stuck
with thls album on a deserted island.
But it's listenable. Ask for no more
and you'll receive no less.

Various artists, Light of Day, original
soundtrack.
Can Michael J. Fox really sing?
Yes, he can. But not well, which is
~Grade: C
certainly no worse than many rock
singers today.
·'Various wimpy artists, Over the Top,
Fox sings on five of the 11 songs on
original soundtrack.
this album--one all by his lonesome.
This album is truly a test of human
Joan Jett sings on the other tunes
patience. The tunes are just plain
with him in a band called the
horrible.
Barbusters. The ballad "You Got No
Yet . the soundtrack features such
Place to Go" features Fox's solo vocals.
"biggies" as Sammy Hagar, Robin
It would be difficult to say that Fox is
Zander of Cheap Trick. Eddie Money,
really singing. His vocals sound more
and Asia. And what soundtrack is
like he's speaking melodically. But
complete without Kenny Loggins?
this is a soundtrack from a
Surely not this one.
Hollywood movie. And they can make
' The problem with this loser is that
a star out of anybody in Hollywood.
·even though all the songs are new,
Actually, the songs by the
none of them were written by the
Bai-busters are palatable: Joan Jett is
the main vocalist on these four cuts. previously released tracks from artists who perform them. Instead,
Foxjust chirps in every now and then. established artists: Dave Edmunds' all songs but one were written by
These are powerful rock songs "Stay With Me Tonight," Ian Hunter's Italian disco king Giorgio Moroder
delivered with Joan Jett's typical ', "Cleveland Rocks," Bon Jovi's "Only· and some lyricist named Tom
style. 'This Means War" stands out Lonely,"
and the Fabulous Whitlock.
among the Barbusters' cuts.
Thunderbirds' "Twist It Off."
Four songs on the soundtrack are The other two tracks, · one
SEE ALBUM PAGE 6

Soviet sympathizer or .humanitarian?
by Taryn Benbow-P!alzgrat
Some people might call
Patrick Smith one of
Florida's
most
distinguished literary
figures, a mild-mannered
anti-nuclear weapons
activist. Some people might
cal
him
a
Soviet
sympathizer. Others still
might call him a hopeful
humanitarian. He is all of
the above; but first and
foremost, he is a critically
acclaimed author of several
books, including Forever
Island and Angel City,
both nominated by The

Florida Historical Society
for the Pultizer Prize in
Literature. Smith's latest
endeavor.
A
Land
Remebered, is currently
available for Florida's own
Pineapple Press.
Through his writing,
Smith has been able to
travel the world and attend
literary conferences and
conventions. His works
have been translated into
several
languages.
including Russian which

Literary

and he never imagined he
would be able to accomplish
his "wishes." Yet to his
surprise, he was allowed to
fulfill every goal on his list.
prompted some Soviet which included discussions
literary magazines and with various writers and
Journals to ask Smith to citizens, talking openly
write
articles
for with university students
publication in the U.S.S.R
and faculty, and sightssing
The Soviet Writers' Union in not only Moscow. but
invited Smith to be their cities
and
villages
guest for a tour of the throughout the Soviet
counby, and to attend some Union.
of their literary functions.
When Smith arrived in
He disregarded the first Russia, he was pleasantly
invitation, and it was surprised by the generous
repeated a second time. treatment of hls hosts. He
This time, Smith queried was assigned a translator,
the Writers' Union about and he and his wife were
further
details
and lodged in a small hotel
e entually accepted. They away from the tourist areas
asked him to draw up a list of Moscow. The hotel was
of activities he would like run and patronized by
to do while in their country. Russians, and the Smiths
and Smith set about were less conspicuous.
making a 'Wish List."
Smith was impressed by
Smith assumed his travel their quarters, the food,
and sp,eech in the U.S.S.R and the courtesy and
would be limited by the respect afforded he and his
Russians. and that he would wife.
Deciding to see just how
be followed by the
motortous KGB. So his list much freedom he did have,
was indeed a ''wish" list, Smith went for a late night

Landscapes

walk, exploring the banks
of the Moscow River. Smith
states, '1 felt just like James
Bond" imagining that the
KGB was "looking out of
every bush" but he realized
that no one was paying any
attention to him at all, and
that he was free to go about
his business without
surveillance
or
interruption. He soon
returned to the hotel and
dined in its restaurant,
where he learned it is a
Soviet custom to give a gift
to any foreigner met
visiting the country. He was
astonished by his first gift,
six ounces of Russia's finest
caviar. Throughout the rest
of his visit, he would
become rather fond of the
expensive caviar, easting
some at every meal.
As Smith ventured to
other areas of thre Soviet
Union, he was shocked to
learn that the level of
technology in the country is
behind th at of his native
country. All televisions
SEE AUI'HOR PAGE 2
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ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER

On March 8, from 3 to 4 p.m. th
Orlando Science Center Will host
Dean SliS!h and Arthur Dreve
from
the
Central
Florida
Anthropological Society. These
men have sp~n the past three
years s arching for signs of
prehistoric
m8mmals.
Lake
Monroe has been on of their
places for excavationand has
rewarded them with many
findings. The remains of a Giant
sloth and traces of the Glyptodon
(a cousin of the armadillo) are
included in their findings. Cost
for members is free, and
nonmembers will pay regular
admission into the Science
Center. $3 for adults and $2 for
children. For information call
896-7151.
• ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
Cat on a Hot T1n Roof, the
Tennessee Williams play is the

next attraction at the Annie
Russell Theatre at Rollins
College. It opens March 13, and
continuing March 14, 18, 19,20,21

at 8 p.m. ant hte matinees are at

2 p.m. This production ls
directed by the Director of the
Annie Russell Theatre, S. Joseph
Nassif.
For
tickets
or
information call the Annie
Russell box office at 646·2145 .
•

BALLET ORLANDO

Ballet Orlando announces "An
evening of Dance" at the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Centre on
March 8 at 7 p.m. Th.ts program
promises to be the most exciting
event of the season. Guest Artist
will be William Starrett Tickets
will be on sale at the Bob Carr
Performing ArLS Centre and
Select-a-Seat outlets for $10, $8,
and$7.
•

THELOCHHAVENTHEATRE

The Loch Haven Theatre Serles
announces its second show:
Damien, the dynamic story of
one man's struggle and courge to
work with a desperate and
forgotten people. Damien will be
presented on March 15, 7 p.m. al
the Orlando Museum of Art in
Orlando's Loch Haven Park.
Tickets are $7. For reservations
call the Loch Haven Theatre
Series at 859-2726.
• THE MAin..AND PUBLIC
LmRARY
The Maitland Public Library will
show the films Key West Picture
Show and Down On South Beach
March 12 at 7:30 p.m. and March :
13, 10:30 a.m. These films are
part of the library's continuing
series, "Your Own Backyard." All
films are open and free to the
public. For information call 6477700.
• THE MAITLAND ART
CENTER
A dazzling array of over 1200

Oriental rugs sill transform
Maitland Civic Center into a
Middle Eastern bazaar on March
6 through March 8. Jafar
Falaslri, noted Oriental rug
authority and collector, has
organized this very special
Oriental rug show and sale as a
benefit for the Maitland Art
Center. All sizes will be
available, from one fool square
to 12 by 20 foot oversized rugs.
For information call 242-8087.
•ST. STEPHEN WEEKDAY
SCHOOL
Down by the Creek Bank, a lazy,

southern musical . production,
which looks at children and
their unique relationship to Ood
and
themselves,
Will
be
presented by the children of SL
Stephen Weekday School on
March 20, at_7. p.m. The school is
located at the St. Stephen
Presbyterian Church, 860 l Lake
Underhill Drive, 1n Orlando.
The public is invited, and
admission is
free.
For
information call the school
office at 277-61] Q
~
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Some Kind ofWondeifulrecaps Pretty
by Don Wittekind

Movie

Maddness

The press guide for Some
Kind of Wonderful starts
out. "Continuing to explore
themes that have been again, at least he could have
adressed in such earlier done it in a different light.
John Hughes films as What we get in Some Kind of
Pretty in Pink ... Some Kind Wonderful is nothing but
of Wonderful ... ..
the same story with the
Let me edit that a little. It sexes switched.
should read, "As a cheap
One has to wonder if the
remake of Pretty tn Pink. end of this film is the
Some Kind of Wonderful origional. Trivia: Pretty in
should make a bundle from Pink was shown to a test
teens who can't even tell audience. They didn't like
when they're being given the ending, which had the
the same story."
two misfits get together,
That's right, take Pretty
in Pink. change the girl to a and thus it was changed.
boy and the boy to a girl and That, my friends, is today's
film industry.
make Duckie a tough
So I am forced to give this
"Drummer Girl" and you
one two ratings. If you have
have just invented Some
Kind of WonderfuL
never seen Pretty in Pink
Now that's not to say that and like mushy, overblown
this is not a good movie. In high school flicks, you will
fact, if Pretty in Pink was love this one. For you folks As drummer Girl (Mary
your kind of movie, this I give Some Kind · of Stuart Masterson) and Keith
should be right up your Wonderful fou.r out of five (Eric Stoltz) leave school
alley.
trees. Yes, thats a rating of !
.
The film is typical "hip."
·on~ · afternoon, Sk1~head
Hughes. You've got your However If you have seen (Elias Koteas) rnsults
humor, your rich bad guy the pink ~onster you will Drummer girl and Kelth
and your poor do-gooder probably be dissapointed comes to her defense, in'
who is bound to beat the with this one. For you we Paramount Pictures' Some
evil system of society. Ho take our initial rating of Kind
of
Wonderful.
hum. This formula is four trees and subtract one Hardy (Craig Sheffer) has
becoming as old as the (unorigional) to come up followed Amanda (lea
Rocky storylines.
with a grand total of three Thompson) into the girl's
Believe it or not. my only out of five trees or locker room in order to talk
real complaint about this "passable" rating. ·Since with her. When a stunned·
movie is that it is not in the most of you have probably
.
least way origional. If seen Pink, the overall gym ~eacher rushes up to
Hughes planned to explore
get him out, he becomes
the high school outcast
SEE MOVIE PAGES verbally abusive. (right).
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Genesis rocks Orlando; Joel shakes down Tampa
•BILLY JOEL

Last Friday afternoon,
several of us here from the
Central Florida Future

were on our way to the west
coast (Tampa, to be exact) in
order to witness what was
to be one of the best
concerts in several years.
For those of you who
didn't get the privilege of
seeing Billy Joel at the USF
Sundome, you don't know
what you missed. Billy gave
one
of
the
best
performances a solo act
could ever give.
Things did not start out
all that well, though. After
battling a lack of oxygen
and several nosebleeds, we
made it up to our seats at
the top of the dome. Despite
the altitude, the seating
wasn't all that bad. No one
in front of us stood up to
block our view. Besides,
seeing how crowded it was

;sible foLlch

1nv

on the floor made me feel
safe up there in the clouds.
Anyway, to top matters
off, the concert started 30
minutes behind schedule.
The crowd started to get a
bit unruly. After all, no one
payed $18 to hear the
Eurythmics over the
speakers.
Finally, all the lights
went out and Billy was on.
The crowd went nuts went
they heard him start off the
show with "One ... two ... one,
two, three, four," as he
began with "A Matter of
Trust" from The Bridge.
After this, he went into
"Pressure" from the
critically-acclaimed Nylon
Curtain. He accompanied
this
with
a
great
pyschadelic light show,
much like the video for the
same tune.
Two hours and 20 minutes
later, after three and onehalf encores (the one-half
because he pulled the band
back on stage after his third
encore "Keeping the Faith"),
the night ended with "Big
Shot."
His music ranged from
"Piano Man" to "Big Man
on Mulberry Street."
Included in this were five
songs from An Innocent
Man. three from The Bridge
and several other cuts from
Turnstiles and52nd Street.
Among the surprises he
played were "Scenes From
An Italian Restaurant,"
"Sometimes A Fantasy,"
and "Until The Night."

His stage-antics were
entertaining, as was his
piano playing. From
dancing on the piano, to the
piano solos on "Scenes"
and "Angry Young Man,"
Billy was well worth the
money. In fact. I would have
paid to see him again.
•GENESIS

Some called it the concert
of the year.
Indeed, the entire central
Florida area was awakened
by the awaiting of Phil and
the gang. The hype and
hysteria which previewed
the concert from day 1,
truely depicted the crowd's
reaction in Orlando
Stadium Saturday night.
Genesis appeared on stage
at 7:20 p.m.to a roaring
crowd of 50, 000. They
played for over two hours,
with many of the songs
coming from their latest
best-selling albumlnvisible
Touch . When they went
into thier old hit "''Home by
the Sea," the audience
erupted . That song, along
with "Tonight Tonight, "
seemed to be the crowd
favorites.
Orlando Stadium can be
proud of a well run reserved
seating concert. It is the
first of any kind in the
country, dealing with that
size of a crowd. The only
problem, which surrounds
Orlando daily, was the
traffic.
The Genesis
performance was the first
large-scale rock concert in

..
•

the stadium since the group three hours.
Police appeared.in '83.
Poison was ultlmately
more impressive than Ratt.
•POISON
As an opening act, Poison
· Monday night brought a was allowed limited stage
heavy-metal duo to the area, limited lighting,
Orange County Civic limited props, and the use
Center. Ratt and Poison, of Ratt's sound system.
two of the hottest rock 'n'
roll acts on the music scene,
rocked a predominantly
SEECONOERTSPAGE8
high school crowd for over

•

Alafaya Village . ~ Shopping Center
.-----------CELEBRATE----------.

SPRING BREAK '87
1n

..

Ft. Lauderdale

----~ PllWIE~

0

at

onthebeach

fT. LAUDERDALES PREMJF.RE
CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB
7 am to Noon • "EARLY RISER"

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL

For you ear1y rlHra, have • Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUGI

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES
LNE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST •WATER YOU.EYBALL
TOURNAMENT •FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS , FREE T·SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELlYFLOP CONTEST •AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ••• llH!
WETTEST, WET T·SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN Pt.AYBOY MAGAZINE
CAIH PRIZES •FREE T·SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYI

7pm to 8 pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR

Thanks for Making Our Address
$
Your Address ...

•

Thank You! ROBERT'S ICE CREAM (Handmade on the
premises); I & M VIDEO (Exciting Hollywood selection);
HUNGRY HOWIE'S PIZZA (The new habit-forming - - Coming
Soon); STYLES OF THE TIMES (The new hairstyle with the
personal touch); ALAF AYA CLEANERS (Quick and efficient
service); TIEN GARDENS CHINESE RESTAURANT (Affordable gourmet luches and dinners); CRACKER-BARREL
STORES (Country-style eating - - Coming soon); DR. GEORGE
ALAN YARKO D.D.S. (The latest in modern, professional dentistry); HOLIDAY INN (Showroom and pre-opening office);
CHAIR IN THE SUN (Discriminating gifts and cards- - Coming
soon); KID'S PLACE PLUS (Children's clothing, gifts, toys,
, sneakers, surfboards and skateboards - - Coming soon).

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTY *MON., MAR.16
FREE SPRING BREAK '87 T·SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FOR
ABOVE COUEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
•
WITH PROPER COll..EG.E l.D.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER-1.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents .•.
FT. LAUDERDALE'S F1NEST ROCK 'N ROU. BAND NIGHTLY PWI OU"
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND AU. DAY, AU. NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.
SATURDAY:
MON, WED & THUR:
Come •nd P8rty tit 3 AMI
Conteat Nlte
Dance 8 11 NlghL
Print & &I
W11Y9
SUNDAY:
TUE A FRI:
(18 A OVER NIGHT)
.. Beat Buns on tbe Beach" Contest
Danc9mo

r

;::.aa.....-

~tiv~~
-f175.00
Cash Prl2u
LO..
-CUP SAllE-------------------ClPAHDS.O.W:--,

fu
1

I

IV. OF CENTRAL FLORIDA PARTY* MON., MARCH

16

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT ORJNK
GOOD FRO 7-8
NIGHll.Y

II
on
8Mdl. 21 es.
8hd. • Ft ~ Aorlda •
(Located block norU\ cl
Blvd. on At
I R.ORJDA OAINKJNG LAW: You must be born on
J
I
'°
p&ITChMe
Flortda.
Of'

46H97a

30, 1861

I SPRING BREAK '87

AJafaya Village
Shopping Center
is located at the
corner of Highway 50
EBfft and Alafaya Trail
near UCF, Centra1 Florida
Research Park, Martin
Marietta & Westinghouse

For leasing information
on joining us at Alafaya
Village Shopping Center
call Van Fulton at (305)
281-8229 or write
Alaf aya Associates,
11602 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando, FL 32817.

•
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Hey - "look us over" ... for Easter jobs
around the "World"!
Get the mos! ?Ut .of your Easter holiday. Look into great employme~t opportunities ms1de Epcot Center and the Magic Kingdom!
Right now, we have seasonal positions available in our food,
custodial, merchandise and operations areas.
As a member of the Walt Disney World cast, you' I experience lots
of Easter fun and "egg"-citement .. . and, earn extra cash, as well.
To apply, come to the Walt Disney World Employment Center,
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. til 5 p.m., Saturdays from 9 a.m.
til 4 p.m. Take 1-4 to the Lake Buena Vista exit, go north on 535 to the
second traffic light. Turn left, go six miles and follow the signs. For
one-of-a-kind Easter employment,
look us up!
An equal opportunrty employer

•

(o) 1987 The Walt Disney Company T177

Fans talk to Rob and Zach
Banana
by Rob and Zach

The time has come to
our
anwer
some
of
voluminous Reader Mail
that has come our way. Let's
Take a loo~ shall we ....
Mike H. asked us to
review another bar in
Daytona called The Ocean
Deck. Well, Mike, we are
both survivors of Daytona
Beach Community College,
so we have spent many a
school night slugging down
pitchers of beer, listening to
Windjammer, and telling
many lies to the opposite
sex. This open air bar. with
it's
Reggae
music
(performed by WindJammer, by the way, who have
probably been theresince
the Big Bang) is definitely
something straight out of a
Jimmy Buffet song. Look
for more information on
the Ocean Deck in our
spectacular Spring Break
issue next week. Thanks for
the suggestion, Mike and
also for the vote for Coors.
Maybe we'll stumble over
you at the Deck sometime.
Jim F. write in and
asked: 'Why are some
potato chips green around
the edges?" This puzzled us
to no end as well, until one
night at the Piggly Wiggly
we found the answer. We
turned the comer at the
chip aisle, and we saw a
man wearing a beret
opening a bag of Lays,
taking out four chips, and

A lot of music. A lot of store.
BUY A CASSETTE or LP
AND RECEIVE A
~lru~~
[f)@®Lr~lru *
OF ONE OF THE GREAT
CBS ARTISTS

WORLDPAKIY

PRIVATE REVOLUTION
.,.t:

lncludlng:
Ship Of Fools/Prlvat,_e_Re_v_ol_ut_lon_---'-----••-~

~

THE THE

All Come ·

.

INFECTED <J11t>

Including:
Infected/Heartland/Slow 'lraln To Dawn
The Me~y Beat

* while
supplies
last

OUR
NEWEST 8114 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
LOCA T/ON
(Across from FLORIDA MALL)

855-0001

IN ALTAMONTE
689E. 436
(Just East of Altamonte Mall)

331-9525

IN ORLANDO
2901 E. COLONIAL
{Just West of Fashion Sq. Mall)

894-1700

AUTHOR FROM PAGE 2

are. what are you both
doing Saturday the 28?''
Well gee, Maxy, we e heard
of double dating before. but
this sounds like a new
twist! Speaking for both of
us, I will say that we are
then painting the edges! both single, virile, and just
After he painted the chips. simply handsome as heck. I
he quickly tossed them myself will be going to the
back into the bag and Genesis Concert (which by
resealed it! Well, we were the time this column come
shocked, until we found out out, the concert will have
that some of these chips already taken place. Boy.
painted by this unknown did I have fun!). On the
artist have been brtnging in subject of Genesis (the band,
around Ten grand over in and not the Bible chapter).
Europe!
(Especially the We wanted to clear up a
rufiled kind, which are little misconception abou
excellent
for
framing) Phil Collins. He did not
Turns out that painted even wnat to sing when
potato chips are the latest Peter Gabriel left many
art craze overseas. So be on years
ago.
Genesis
the lookout for as possible interviewed and tried out
fortune in your O'Grady's about a hundered lead
bag.
vocalists. None of them
(some big names) fit the
Kim C. asked us this Genesis mold, so Mike
question: "Do you guys Rutherlord asked Collins if
write what you want, or do he would mind stepping in
you have some people for a bit until they found a
looking over your shoulder new lead. You know the
all the time?" This is an rest.
And fmaly Jake R. wrote
excellent question, and we
wish our editors could let us in and asked: "Let's get
answer it, but they keep controversial, boys. Take a
giving us dirty looks.
stand on your favorite
Robert S. writes in and beer." All right. it's time to
asks us: 'What do you guys go public with our lust for
think about the current Milwaukee's Best. There we
Dope
problem?"
Well, said it.
Robert,
we
definitely
Thanks to all the other
believe that there are too great people who wrote in,
many
dopes
around. but we couldn't fit inot his
Thanks
for
that column. Keep those letters
coming! Stay tunned next
provocative question.
Mary Y. asked us: "Are week, for our Spring Break
you both single, and if you issue.

Talk

Smith remarked that our unfamiliar with any
own President Reagan contemporary authors and
produced in the Soviet would likely to make a brief acknowledged the lack of
contemporary Russian
Union are black and white,
a color television costs appearance. but would writer."
almost a thousand dollars hardly sit through nine .. Smith ccmipleted his
and must be imported from hours of literary analysis.
discussion on his Soviet
Japan. Soviet automobiles
Union travels, by stating
haven't found the usefulness .F urther
discussing that although he does not
of shock absorbers, and literature, Smith praised and never will advocate the
refrigerators produced in Moscow
University's principles of Communism,
the Soviet Union cannot Graduate Study programs we Americans should
freeze water for ice. All of for their diverse and become more acquainted
these
advances
are thorough coverage of with the customes and
commonplace in the United American literature. He literature of the Soviet
States,
and
Smith said that these students peoples, for they are not
maintains that the Soviet knew as much about different from ourselves.
Union's resources aand American literature as he
Smith affirmed that the
technology are controlled did, having received a average Soviet family
by the government and Master's degree.
wants to have a nice home,
channelled into defense
raise their children and
and weapons.
save for a family vacation-"One kid stood up and he just like their American
named every short story counterparts. He further
Smith stated that "in the John
Cheever
ever stated that we should not
area
of
domestic wrote .. and another.· could hold the peoples of the
technology, the Soviet quote line and verse from u.S.S.R accountable for the
Union is a hundred years Moby Dick and The Red behavior and opinions of a
behind us." Yet he believes Batjge of Courage, American. few, the unelected officals
that the country is finally tr age d Y •
W i 11 i am of the Kremlin.
gaining more freedom Shakespeare, whatever. "
"The arms race," Smith
through the leadership of
solemnly declared, '' ... it's a
Mikhail Gorbachev, who he A student then asked known fact that both of
asserts has been releasing Smith to name his favorite these contries now have
dissidents who have been contemporary
Soviet enough nuclear warheads to
confined for years.
writer. and why he liked destroy this Earth one
this particular author's thousand times over, and
Smith also announced work. Smith was shocked we keep building them ... So
that the American loved to admit that he could not if there is any way on
classic, Dr. Zhivago, will name even one, and then Earth, some day, not in my
finally be published in its began conversing on lifetime, that we can
author's native country Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, and achieve peace 1rl this world
within a year. Smith also Chekhov. The student then simply by communication,
praised Gorbachev for his asked if Smith understood simply by exchanges of
attendance at the Soviet the meaning of the word culture,
simply
by
Writers Union's Eighth contemporary and that he extending our hands to each
Congress, where the leader withed to discuss modem or other in friendship, as
sat and listened to nine current Russian writers. people, I think it's worth
hours of lierary discussion. Smith confessed he was the risk."
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Q 96 - a hip new

•

radio station

•

by Jim Whitman

As I was sitting home last
Saturday doing a lot of
nothing, my roommate
burst
through the door
and told me of a new rock
radio station.
He then
proceeded to tell me that the
country station WHOO 96
had gone rock and roll.
Before I could make a
comment he already had
tuned this new station in on
the stereo. Ten minutes
later we learned that the
stations call sign had been
changed to WHTQ 96. Now
don't look at this as a plug
for Q-96, however after the
samples I have heard I have
decided that this station
has earned a place in my
car radio's memory.
The news of Q-96 spread
quickly. By the time I got to
work on Monday morning
many of my co-workers
were already commenting
on how nice it is to have a
new choice in radio
stations. Later that evening
an article in The Orlando
Sentinel was pointed out to
me. It told the story of the
switch from country to rock
and explained that the new
format of the station was to
get away from head banging
rock but not to the point of
easy listening.

MURMUR FROM PAGE 2

Standard
Deviation

Although the format is
new and my time to listen
has been somewhat limited,
the reasons I have taken a
liking to it are very
prominent. From what I
have heard this station
does not dig into the past
music of the mini skirt and
go-go boot era. (This is a
personal pet peeve of mine
and in my oppinion is the
sign of old disk jockeys not
keeping up with the times.)
On the other hand, this
station does not insist on
playing the same top 40 hits
over and over. I guess you
could say that Q-96 boasts a
mixture of classic rock and
roll with progressive new
music.
With this new station in
our midst, I only hope that
it will get the patronage
needed to sustain it 's
livelihood in this time of
top 40 and hard rock
stations. Let's not let the
same thing happen to Q-96
that happened to the
eternal ZETA 7. Of course
I'm not giving up my loyalty
to my other favorite
stations, I just look on it as
. . . well expanding my radio
dial.

11 A.M.

-

11 P.M. Daily

Served With:

0 Choice of Potato
0 Tossed Green Salad
0 Toasted Garlic Roll
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$4.99

Gilliland won't take it as a
trade in if it is not ·in good
condition.

CheckoutMurmurRecords1~_:;_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ther~

is a good chance the
item is already in the store,
even if it is a used record it
will be in good condition.

and Tapes in College Park.
You may find it a good
investment for both your
time and money.

Sigma Chi Fraternity

Seriously, this is a fine
effort by composer Jerry
Goldsmith--and a little
different for him too.
Most of the artists don't
In addition to compo~ing
even play their respective for and conducting the
instruments. They just orchestra. Goldsmith plays
sing. (For you Van Halen
fans, Sammy Hagar and
Eddie Van Halen do play keyboards on this album.
guitars on 'Winner Takes It These synthesizer melodies
All.")
are heavily emphasized on
So we have John Wetton "Theme from Hoosiers,"
of Asia singing inane lyrics and, in fact, the entire first
like: "Cause I'm a runner side.

ALBuM FROM PAGE 2

IN COOPERATION WITH Y-106 AND PEPSI
PRESENT ...

SIGMA CHI
DERBY BASH

with the wind/ I'm a gypsy
soul/ I am calling you
again/ Now it's time to go."
Oh, baby! Let's give this
Whitlock guy an award jor
songwriting.

;s:-::::~:~:~1~;:=-:::~:~:~:~::::a.::::~:,

Although the first side
does become somewhat
repetitive, Goldsmith uses
the
orchestra more
effectively and creatively on
'Nuff said. If you feel you the second side.
must have this soundtrack
because you're a fan of one
''The Pivot" is reminiscent
of these artists, it's too late of John Williams' "The
to save you.
Cowboys."
From what I understand
the movie is a stinker too.
Warning: There's not
At any rate, I'm extremely much orchestral percussion
pleased to give this tripe a on this release. Instead,
falling grade.
most of the percussion is
Grade: F
provided by a studio
drummer. And like the
Music composed and keyboards, it is especially
conducted by Jerry prominent
Goldsmith, Hoosiers.

Grade: A-

original soundtrack.
Whew! After that last
These albums are now
review, this album is a gift available at Peaches
Records.
from heaven!

I Friday, March _6, 8:00 p.m.. ~
I

at Camp Heronwood

~
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50 Kegs ... U1VLIMITED Beer!
Tickets:

$4.00 in advance at the KIOSK
$5.00 at the door
Ticket includes Derby cup and all the BEER and Soda

you can drink!!!

FoRMORE INFORMATIO ·CALL THE

I

KIOSK AT 275-2060

***** ***************************
University
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Thank you for giving.
Than you for caring.
Than you for beco ing uni ed.
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Choo on

Camp Heronwoodl

Camp
Heronwood

~--Mo-re Seer on fov Can Sholce
--t-R•ed•B•ug•P.•d----·~---·-..._
ADerb(CupN .
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Applications Still Being Accepted
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Turn in applications by 5:00 p.m.
on Tuesday, March 10 to the Student
Center Room 1981

g

· ~
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student

- 2.2 GPA
- 36 total hours by end of Spring
Semester
-- One letter of recommendation

~

~

to

concerns about recent changes
of the Orientation Team
selectio.n requirements, the
fo.llo.wing_ rno.d ifications have
been maae:

· ~

.

response
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£
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PAC is lunde throuqh the Ac1tv1ty and Service Fees. os ollocoled by he Sfudent Government or the Univers1fy or Central Florido
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8, Confetti. March 5, 1987

WALK FROM PAGE 1

hopes of finding their one
big break.
The band gives off an
electric feeling. They are a
closely knit unit that could
take on any problem and
come out on top. Franklin
has an ameoba theory of
bands, which he uses to sum
up the feelings of the band
members.
"The band is like four
MOVIEFROMPAGE3
rating is three.
Some Kind of Wonderful
is rated PG-13. I don't really
see any reason for this,
except maybe that great

ameobas
that
call CONCERTSFROMPAGE4
themselves an organism,
however we are still four
separate entities. Each one
Most acts fail under these
has a natural tendancy to be circumstances, but Poison
independant, but as a group
they are all aiming for the took every advantage they
same goal."
could. The sound was
excellent. proving that the
If you want to '5ee The
Walk live, they will be later Ratt show had no
performing March 8 at
excuse for poor sound
quality.
Faith in Physics in
Poison exploded with
Orlando.
power. "I won't forget you"
was a song the crowd could
locker-room shot of Lea sway to, and "Look What the
Thompson
in
her Cat Dragged in". had them
underclothes. Watch out screaming. Poison took the
kids!
. crowd for a fifty minute undistinguishable songs
and poor sound. Their only Give Poison two years and
ride of exhilaraztion. Ratt advantage lay in the stage they should be doing better
broke the _high when they show which surpassed shows and problbly letting
took the stage. With Poison.
Ratt open for them.

Thanks to you .. .
it works .. .
forALLOFUS

"Good ·
friends
don't let
Qood
friends
smoke
cjgarettes:'
.

Larry Hagman

Cigarettes aren't good
for your friends. Adopt a
friend who smokes and
help 'em quit today. You'll
both be glad tomorrow.

I

AMERICAN
9CANCER
f SOCIETY ~
•

THE
DIFFERENCE

BETWEE

$

DEATH ...
~
OR LIFE!

This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound®to
. the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

An I\\ here Greyhound goes.

Greyhound• 300

. Amelia St.• 843-7720

•
a
I.D. card u purcha:se. ' Olh:r discounts apply. li
are llOOIJ'aDSU:rab and good n tnYd on Greyhound Lines,
loc., and Olh:r partic:iparing carriers. Cc:rta.in ~ aJlP)· OO:rdfect:M: 1ll/'4l rhrougb &15187. Offer limiled. • valid in CAnada. c 198"1 Grc)bound Lines. Inc.

